Being able to select
eight different
configurations of
effect-pedal routing
is a revelation.
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Although the Parallel/Series mode settings
are not saved in presets, it takes only a
second to flip the mode selection switch.
Parallel processing enables the creation of
many useful and unusual effects, textures
and colors, such as simultaneous clean and
distorted tones from a single guitar, dry guitar
blended with reverb (like the left-dry/rightreverb mix on the first Van Halen album), or
compression blended with dry guitar, which
produces a stunning blend of dynamics and
sustain. Parallel signals are routed to the
Pedal Palette’s internal mix circuit, but users
can dial in their preferred blend with the
individual level controls for each loop.
Being able to select eight different
configurations of effect pedal routing is a
revelation. For example, guitarists can instantly
switch between the very different textures and
response of placing a fuzz box before or after a
wah pedal, or they can place a pitch shifter after
a delay or reverb for unusual tones and textures.
The Pedal Palette’s parallel processing,
swappable effect order and preset memory
provide stomp box users with the advanced
creative flexibility of a multi-effect processor.

Three swap footswitches
instantly change the order
of loops 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and
1/2 and 3/4, providing eight
options for effect routing.
Parallel-processing modes
for each loop allow guitarists to blend separate effects
through the internal mixer
to create unusual textures
or blend dynamics with compression, reverb and more.
THE BOTTOM LINE
With its swappable effect
order and parallel-processing capabilities, the Decibel
Eleven Pedal Palette transforms a simple four-loop
effect setup into a sophisticated multieffect processor.
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To commemorate 10 years of building
world-class guitars, Prestige Guitars
has introduced a Limited-Edition 10th
Anniversary Natural Flame Top version of
its acclaimed Heritage Standard guitar. It
features a solid mahogany body, a carved
AA- or AAA-grade flamed maple top,
Seymour Duncan SH-1 and SH-4 pickups,
an ebony fingerboard, Grover tuners, a
TUSQ XL nut and a deluxe hardshell case.
The Prestige 10th Anniversary guitar will
be available only in 2013.
STREET PRICES AA top, $1,099; AAA top,
$1,289
Prestige Guitars, prestigeguitars.com

Tech 21

SANSAMP BLONDE DELUXE
The Tech 21 SansAmp Blonde Deluxe is
a new version of the company’s popular
Blonde pedal. It features an all-analog
signal path with digital recall of tones. The
character control offers multiple tweed,
blonde, blackface and silverface amp styles,
and the pedal’s tones range from sparkly
clean to boosted lead. Dual inputs let you
have two instruments in-line and ready to
go, and with six program locations, you can
create three custom tones for each input or
use all six for a single instrument.
DIRECT PRICE $309
Tech 21, tech21nyc.com
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